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Abstract—This paper summarizes the past, present and
future lines of research in the systems security area pursued
by the Performance Evaluation Lab (VPLab) of Politecnico di
Milano. We describe our past research in the area of learning
algorithms applied to intrusion detection, our current work in
the area of malware analysis, and our future research outlook,
oriented to the cloud, to mobile device security, and to cyberphysical systems.

In the following we will briefly outline our historical
background in system security (Section II), describe our
current research interests in malware analysis (Section III)
and finally outline our most recent interests in smart devices,
the cloud and cyber-physical systems (Section IV).
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Our original interests lied in applying unsupervised learning algorithms to intrusion detection tasks [1]. Over the
years, this evolved into several different projects:
• ULISSE, a network based unsupervised learning IDS
based on self-organizing maps and outlier detection [1],
[2]. Interestingly, ULISSE was one of the first NIDS
that proposed to apply learning to the payloads of
network packets, and also one of the first IDS to apply
a double tier of learning. The architecture of ULISSE
is shown in Figure 1
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• S A DE, a host based IDS based on the analysis of
the sequence and the arguments of system calls on
Linux [3], [4], an evolution of SyscallAnomaly [5]. The
architecture of S2 A2 DE is shown in Figure 2
• Masibty, a web application IPS based on the analysis of
the sequence, the parameters and the contents of HTTP
messages, correlated with SQL queries and results to
detect anomalies [6], [7].
Over the years, our research explored two interesting concepts: the possibility of using multiple layers of algorithms
to analyze complex interactions (this is well outlined in [1],
[3], [6]), and the conversely important issue of coordinating
multiple models and visions of a phenomenon into a coherent view. The latter problem was explored both in the area
of a posteriori aggregation of data coming from different
sources [8], and in the area of combination of multiple
models inside a single intrusion detector. In this specific
area, we were the first to propose to exploit cooperative
negotiation among agents as a model [9], [7].

I. I NTRODUCTION
This position paper describes the main research lines we
are currently pursuing with our research group at Politecnico
di Milano 1 , the largest school of engineering in Italy.
With over 35,000 students and over 1,400 faculty members,
PoliMi has a long tradition of research and teaching in all
the domains of technology.
Our small research group works within the Performance
Evaluation Lab (VPLab) 2 , part of the Systems Architecture
research area3 , within the department of computer science,
Dipartimento di Elettronica e Informazione4 (DEI), which
comprises all of the ICT related research areas, with 185
faculty members and slightly short of 230 PhD students
and post-doc researchers. Our group was founded about six
years ago, and now includes one Assistant Professor (Stefano
Zanero) and one post-doctorate research fellow (Federico
Maggi), and has a steady-size of 3-4 research assistants and
a yearly average of 6-7 BSc and MSc students. Our research
group participates actively in research projects, including the
FP7 STREP project WOMBAT5 , and the NoE SysSec6 , as
well as the NATO SfP project SCADA-NG.
Our research has started from the application of unsupervised learning techniques to security issues, particularly
in the field of anomaly-based network intrusion detection. It
now encompasses several topics, including malware analysis
and virology.
1 http://www.polimi.it

II. T HE PAST: L EARNING IN I NTRUSION D ETECTION

2 http://www.vplab.elet.polimi.it

III. T HE PRESENT: MALWARE ANALYSIS AND COMPUTER

3 http://sagroup.ws.dei.polimi.it

VIROLOGY

4 http://www.dei.polimi.it
5 http://wombat-project.eu
6 http://syssec-project.eu

Our original interest in this area was triggered by virus
propagation models and their mathematical expression [10],
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[11]. However, our focus quickly shifted to the issue of propagation of bluetooth and wireless malware, with a seminal
experiment known as the Bluebag which received worldwide
media attention [12]. More recently, our BlueBat bluetooth
honeypots [13] led us to express serious doubts about the
actual dangerousness of wireless-enabled malware [14]. Our
ongoing research is now trying to say a final word on the
subject of viability of wireless-spread infections.
Another issue we explored, jointly with colleagues from
Technical University of Vienna and University of California,
Santa Barbara, is automation of malware analysis. Today,
each newly discovered malware binary must be analyzed
mostly by hand, to understand its capabilities, its level of
threat and its potential impact. We developed an hybrid
approach mixing dynamic and static analysis, to overcome
their symmetric limitations. Dynamic analysis is unlikely to
explore all of the malware capabilities, i.e., to execute all
of the reachable code, as most modern malware includes
triggers that execute certain functions only if some conditions are verified. On the other hand, static analysis is
very difficult to automatize. We proposed a system called
Reanimator [15] that exploits similarities in the code base
among different malware samples, specifically by identifying
interesting behaviors, mapping them back to the code implementing them, and creating a resilient set of fingerprints
based on the Control Flow Graph (CFG) of said genotypes.
A limitation of Reanimator is that the analyst needs to
define manually the behaviors of interest. For this reason,
we are working to exploit clustering on both the structural
features of a malware collection and the dynamic features.
Our objectives are threefold:
1) since dynamic clustering necessarily works on an
incomplete set of features (because of the inherent

incompleteness of dynamic analysis), comparison between the dynamic and static analysis may reveal the
presence of dormant behaviors in malware samples,
thus helping to improve the clustering in malware
families.
2) we can use dynamic clustering to automatically derive
“interesting behavior” sets from the malware dataset
itself, thus further automating the approach laid out by
Reanimator and removing one manual step.
3) since arguably a behavior can be reimplemented from
scratch, thus “blinding” the techniques used by Reanimator (but not the dynamic behavioral clustering), we
can use the matching between statically and dynamically derived clusters to expand the set of signatures
for a behavior, in order to improve the ability to detect
it in other dormant samples.
Another research problem we have been devoting attention to is the analysis malware naming inconsistencies.
In particular, we recently came up with a demonstration
that major inconsistencies plague the naming convention
and malware taxonomy employed by different vendors.
This creates an obvious issue for researchers focusing on
integrating and systematizing threats, for instance to create
ground truths for automated analysis approaches.
In addition to topics strictly related to the malware
domain, we have been focusing on two aspects of the
current threat scenario. First, we have been conducting the
largest and most realistic data collection experiment on
the World Wide Web that features more than 5,300 users.
The goal of this experiment is to determine accurately the
extent to which short URLs, one of the most revolutionary
technologies in Web 2.0, masquerade significant threats, by
acting as “amplifiers” of the attack surface (i.e., web clients)
with respect to attack vectors such as phishing, drive-by
download and spam URLs. The first phase of this large
experiment is concluded and its results, which will be soon
submitted for review, represent a significant improvement
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over the state-of-the-art work [16]. Last, we are investigating
underground economy and the usage of captured credentials
is an issue we are currently devoting some research efforts.
In this context, besides some unpublished work which we
cannot yet disclose, we have explored the phenomenon of
reverse vishing. We have built an architecture, described in
Figure 5, to capture relevant data for analyzing this growing
phenomenon.
IV. T HE FUTURE : SMART DEVICES , THE CLOUD , AND
CYBER - PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Arguably, the future of ICT is characterized by a pervasive
access to the Internet through smart devices, by the extension
of the cloud computing paradigm, and by the increasing
interaction between the digital and the physical world. We
have already mentioned our work on bluetooth-enabled
smartphones [12], [13]. Building upon this expertise, we are
currently working on the vulnerabilities of smartphone user
interfaces and input systems.
We have some past experience on analyzing the grid
computing paradigm [17], arguably one of the ancestors of
the upcoming cloud computing revolution. In this area, we
are working on the basis of the observation that there is
a strong parallel between the emerging paradigm of cloud
computing and the traditional time-sharing era [18]. Clouds
are the modern reincarnation of mainframes, available on a
pay-per-use basis, and equipped with virtual, elastic, disksas-a-service that replace the old physical disks with quotas.
This comparison, beyond being fascinating in its own self,
prepares the ground for a constructive critique regarding the
security of such a computing paradigm and, especially, of
one of its key components: web services. Along this line,
we concentrate on a few, critical hypotheses that demand
particular attention. Although in this emerging landscape
only a minority of threats qualify as novel, they could
be difficult to recognize with the current countermeasures,
given the change that the new computing paradigm has
induced in the use of the network stack (see Figure 4), and
thus can expose web services to new attacks. Our current
research works by analyzing the traditional countermeasures

Figure 4. The change in the networking stack is noticeable from the
traditional application layer (left) that, in the case of HTTP, is playing the
role of a transport protocol (right) to encapsulate upper layer protocols (e.g.,
SOAP, JSON, XML), typical of modern web services.

such as intrusion detection systems, developed to mitigate
well-known web security threats, and by trying to explore
the affinities and differences when trying to use them within
the cloud computing paradigm.
The final new trend that we wish to study is the emerging
class of security issues that arise in the interstitial layer between safety-critical, physical systems and digital, pervasive
systems (a typical example is a SCADA-controlled industrial
process, but in the near future we can foresee more and more
such interactions).
The increasing interconnection between such systems creates new attack surfaces that are neither physical nor digital,
and which cannot be identified if such systems are studied
and secured separately as is customarily done nowadays. As
such systems are prevalent in critical infrastructures such as
power grids or water-distribution plants, they are primary
target for cyber-terrorism and cyber-warfare attacks.
We are beginning to investigate this emerging class of
vulnerabilities with an empirical, bottom-up methodology.
We will start from devising real-world attacks against both
the digital and the physical side of carefully selected target
systems, and strive to unveil recurring vulnerability patterns that can be generalized to a (possibly novel) class
of vulnerabilities. To ensure their real-world applicability,
we will validate, step by step, assumptions, results and
countermeasures on replicas, models or simulated systems in
controlled environments, with the help of industrial partners.
As a first result, we aim to generate actionable assessphone numbers
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ments of the security of representative, high-profile systems,
structured in a series of novel attack papers, and correspondingly produce targeted countermeasures. However, our more
ambitious long term goal is to formalize the general problem
and its root causes, by attempting to develop a theory, a
taxonomy and a methodology for describing, identifying and
assessing this novel class of vulnerabilities. Leveraging this
general theory, and systematizing our observations, we will
also try to produce preemptive secure design patterns and
general solutions for this class of problems.
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